
3. The way we see

Light rays
To see something, light 
must enter our eyes.

Light 
source

Light from a light source 
travels directly into our 
eye.

Reflected 
light

Some light is reflected off 
objects and then into our 
eyes.

1. Light: Key facts

a. Light travels in straight lines known as rays.

b. A light source produces light.

c. When light rays strike an object or material, some rays reflect back to our eyes. 

d. Translucent and opaque objects produce shadows when they block a light source.

2. Types of Materials

When light rays reach a transparent
material they go straight through it. 
Glass, clear plastic and water are 
transparent materials.

When light rays reach a translucent
material they scatter and some do not 
pass through. Tissue paper and frosted 
glass are translucent material.

When light rays reach an opaque
material they cannot pass through and 
some are reflected. Wood, brick and 
metal are opaque materials

4. Key vocabulary

light A source of energy that allows us to 
see everything around us.

dark The absence of light.

bright Full of light and shining.

dim Not shining brightly or clearly.

light source Something which gives out light.

natural Things which produce light because 
they are very hot (e.g. the Sun, stars, 
fire, and electricity in storms).

man-made Things which have been created by 
humans and produce light using 
electricity (also called artificial light).

ray A narrow beam or line of light. 

reflect When light bounces off the surface of
an object. Some surfaces, such as 
mirrors, reflect more light than 
others.

mirror An highly reflective object made from 
a thin sheet of bright metal and a 
piece of glass.

absorb To take in. A sponge absorbs water. A 
dull material absorbs light rays.

shadow A dark shape made on one side of an 
opaque or translucent object when 
light is shining on the other side. 

Shadow formed on the screen

Opaque surface (e.g. wall)

Light source

Opaque object


